
NATIONAL CREDIT UNION ADMINISTRATION
Washington, D.C, 20456

August 7, 1987

Office of General Counsel

Ms. Marie Nunn
Manager
Northwest Navigation Federal Credit Union
P.O. Box 831
Vancouver, Washington 98666

Dear Ms. Nunn:

This responds to your recent letter requesting our review and
opinion concerning a proposal currently under consideration by
your Credit Onion. As outlined in your letter, your Credit Union
proposes to implement a dividend structure that will pay a
reduced dividend rate on shares that have been pledged by members
to secure loan obligations and charge a lower rate of interest on
such share-covered loans. Your board of directors is considering
such a combined deposit/credit arrangement due to various tax
consequences.

Section 117 of the Federal Credit Union Act (12 U.S.C. S1763)
provides that the FCU board of directors may, after provision for
required reserves, pay a dividend at different rates on different
types of shares. Therefore, your board could create a special
share account classification which could be tied with a special
low interest loan agreement.

Section 701.35 of NCUA’s Rules and Regulations requires an FCU’s
accounts to accurately reflect the terms and conditions of the
members’ accounts (12 C.F.R. §701.35). The FCU’s account
agreements would have to accurately reflect the interplay between
the members’ share account and outstanding loan in terms of
interest rate charged on the loan, dividends to be paid on the
share account, and access to the frozen shares.

The power of the FCU board of directors to set interest rates on
loans is governed by Section i07(5) (A) (vi) (I) of the FCU Act (12
U.S.C. ~1757(5) (A) (vi) (I)). Within these guidelines, an FCU
board of directors may set the interest rates on FCU loans and
lines of credit.

The NCUA has issued guidelines concerning deposit balances
required by an FCU in connection with a loan to a member.
Enclosed is IRPS 79-9 concerning compensating balance deposits
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which, if determined to be such, would have to be considered in
calculating the rate of interest on an FCU loan to a member for
purposes of Section I07(5) (A) (vi) (I) of the FCU Act.

Generally, under IRPS 79-9, if an FCU grants a loan to a member
and requires a portion of the loan or an amount of money from an
outside source to be deposited in a frozen share account or other
type of account at the FCU for the life of the loan, then the
account would be considered a compensating balance and the
computation provisions of IRPS 79-9 would apply. The term
"compensating balance" does not include any deposit in the FCU
that the member/borrower has made previously without regard to
any loan requirement or lending policy that such a deposit be
made, even though the account is given as security for the loan.

In addition to satisfying the requirments of IRPS 79-9, the FCU
board must comply with the Truth in Lending Act (15 U.S.C. 1601
et seq.) and Regulation Z (12 C.F.R. $226 et seq.).
The definition of a finance charge is found at $226.4(a) of
Regulation Z. The finance charge is the cost of consumer credit
as a dollar amount. It includes any charge payable directly or
indirectly by the creditor as an incident to or a condition of
the extension of credit. The Official Staff Interpretation to
Section 226.4(a) found in Supplement I to Regulation Z discusses
forfeitures of interest. As explained below, in some instances a
forfeiture of interest on a member’s deposit must be reflected in
the finance charge. The Official Interpretation states in part
that:

"If the creditor reduces the interest rate it
pays or stops paying interest on a consumers
deposit or any portion thereof . . . the
interest lost is a finance charge. A
consumer must be entitled to the in~e~e~t
that is not paid on an account in order for
the lost interest to be a finance charge,n

We have contacted the Consumer Affairs Division of the Federal
Reserve Board for their comment on this interpretation. It is
their opinion that one must look to the deposit contract of the
member to determine whether or not the member is entitled to the
interest (or dividend in the case of a credit union). It is our
understanding that if the deposit contract entitles a member to
the dividend, the amount of forfeiture would be a part of the
finance charge. For example, if a member enters into a combined
share account/line of credit agreement with the FCU where the
share account may pay a 1% dividend and there is a 5% interest
rate on the line of credit, there is no forfeiture of dividends
since the member was never entitled to more than a 1% dividend on
the share account. On the other hand, if a member has a share
certificate account paying a 6% dividend and then enters into a credit
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agreement which will offer a loan at 1% but will stop paying
dividends on the share certificate account for the life of the
loan even though other similar accounts (without the loan tie-in)
receive dividends, an interest or dividend forfeiture occurs and
the forfeiture is part of the finance charge.

In addition, pursuant to Section 226.18(r) and footnote 45 of
Regulation Z, 12 C.F.R. §226.18(r) (for closed-end credit only)
if a creditor requires a deposit as a condition of a specific
transaction and the deposit earns less than five percent per
year, the creditor must disclose that the annual percentage rate
does not reflect the effect of the required deposit.

You may wish to have your attorney review any combined share
account/credit agreement for compliance with Regulation Z.

Lastly, we would caution you that there may be personal income
tax consequences to your members, and reporting obligations on
the part of the Credit Union, that you should determine by
consulting with your attorney or the Internal Revenue Service.

I hope we have been of assistance.

Sincerely,

STEVEN Ro BISKER
Assistant General Counsel

RD:sg

Enclosure



NATIONAL CREDIT U~:ION AD,~tINISTRATION

12 C.F.R. Chapter VII

Interpretive Ruling - Rate of Interest

AC-’ENCY: National Credit Union Administration

ACTION: Inte~-pretation of General Applicability

SU~::LARY: This state.-.,ent sets forth the National Credit Union

Admin;.stration’s interpretation of the effect a compensating balance has

upon the rate of interest on Federal credit union (FCU) loans for purposes

of Section 107(5)(A)(vi) of the Federal Credit Union Act. Under this

interpretation, a compensating balance required on an FCU loan must be

considered in deter~.,ining the rate of interest on the loan. Pursuant to

~ection 107, the resulting rate of interest may not exceed I% per month

(12,~ per year).

EFFEt~fIVE DA~E. immediately upon publication.

ADDRESS: National Credit Union Administration, 1776 G Street, N.W.,

Washington, D.C. 20456

F@R FURTHER !XFO~T!ON CONTACt: Robert }~. Fenner, Assistant General

Counsel, or Edward J. Dobranski, Senior Attorney, both of the Office of

General Counsel, National Credit Union Ad~nistraticn, at the above

address. Phone: (202) 357-1030.



Interpretation
[IRPS No. 79-9]

This interpretation states that the effect of a conpensating balance

must be considered In order to determine the rate of ~nterest on a Federal

credit union (FCU) loan to a member for purposes of Section 107(5)(A)(vi)

of the Federal Credit t:n~on Act (12 U.S.C. 1757(5)(A)(vi)). That section

states that the rate of interest on a loan to a r,.enber shal! not exceed 1%

per ~.~nth (12% per year) on the unpaid b,a]ance inclusive of all service

char~es.

i. The term ’compensating balance’

On,on (FCU):

DEFINITION OF COILPENSATING B~J~ANCE

means a deposit in a Federal credit

(a) that the FCU requires that the

nember/borro~-er make; I/

(b) that is created from either (i) part or

all of the proceeds of the loan or (ii) from

any outside source (including the borroker’s

o~,~n funds); and

-1/ Svste.natic !oan/savincs plans do not fall within the scope of this
interpretive r~ling. The issue of ’~q~ether such plans ~’st be considered
for purposes of ~2 U.S.C. 1757(5)(A)(vi) will be addressed in a subsequent

Onterpret ire ruling.



(c) that is not acc~:ssible to the

r,,eeb~r/borro’~’er for a 8ivL-n period of ti~,e.

2. The term does not include any deposit in the FOJ that the

F, ernber/borro~.’er has ~.3de previously without regard to any !oan requirement

or lending policy that such a deposit he ~de, and the a~c, unt of "~-hich is

given as security for the loan,

An explanation of the te:~.,s used in the definition is set forth

The term ’deposit’ refers to a share account of an)" t)pe, or a share

certificate account,2/_ or a certificate of indebtedness.    It does not

include the 55 share membership requirement, for that requirement exists

independently of any loan (even if given concurrently with a loan) and is

mandated by Section 109 of the Federal Credit Union Act (12 If.S.C.

The term ’reouires that the member/borrow’or make’ means that funds

must be placed in the FCU in order to obtain a particular !oan. It is

important to note that this requirement can arise in a number ef "~ays; for

example, on the face of the loan agreement (such as a security requirement

or a requirement of deposit [with or without security]); as an FCU lending

_policy (e.g., that to qualify for a loan the member/borro’~er must have 20%

of the loan amount ~n shares); or a requirement that is conveyed orally to

a particular borro~.’er (e.g., by the loan officer).

condition of a loan, and it is required to be ~iven as security on the
loan, then a compensating balance arises.
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The term ’created from the lonn proceeds’ is essent~a!ly self

exp]ar~atory, i.e., part of the loan is kept in an account in the FCU.3/

The term ’created from any outside source (including the borrower’s

own funds)’ covers the situation where the borrot~er receives the entire

amount contracted for in the loan agreeT, ent, but is rectn.~red to place e

certain amount of funds (fro,~ any source) in the FLU, and such funds

not be ~ithdrawn for a given ti~ period.

The term ’not accessible to the r:.,enbe~/borrower’ t-eans funds to ~-h~ch

a borrower does not have an automatic, unfettered right of withdra~-al.4/

Thus, e.g., funds that are placed with the FCU as a requirement of the

loan, .and that are subject to withdrawal only with credit committee

O~pproval purst~nt to a separate requirement in the loan agreement or

pursuant to a security interest in those shares, would be considered not

accessible for purposes of this interpretation.

The term ’conpensating balance’ as used herein does not include any

funds that ~ere previously and independently placed into a share account

(without regard to any lending policy or !oan requirement) and that are

s~bsequently offered as security for the loan. Such funds do not affect

3/ Note that estate loans (~’here the borrower requests that a~l
proceeds of the loan b~ placed into shares, and which are inaccessible),
will be addressed in a subsequent interpretive ruling.

4/ Pursuant to the s~ne rationale applicable to the $5 share ~-en~ership
requirement, the imposition by the FCU of the 60 day notice of withdra~-al
requirement on all accounts, as provided for in Article III, Section 5(a)
of the Federal Credit Un~on Bylaws, does not render shares inaccessible

Qor purposes of this r~ling.



Othe ]Z per ~nonth interest rate limitation. ]:or example, s~J/’pose an FOJ

requires 20% of the loan balance to be maintained in shares in order to

qualify for a loan, If a member wishes to borrow $5,000, in order to be

e]iglble to borrow such an amount, $1,000 must be in shares (with such

$I,0OO being inaccessible for a certain period of time). If the me~er

already had St,O00 in shares (and no portion of the SI,O00 vas placed in

shares for the purpose of meeting the FC~J 20% requirer_ent for a

contemplated ]can), and if the shares are given as security on the loan, no

compensating balance arises, even though the funds are inaccessible until

the loam’balance is less than the share amount. However, if the member had

only $600 in shares, and put $400 from his or her own pocket into the share

account in order to qualify for the loan (or agreed to place $400 fro-_ the

proceeds into shares), then a $400 compensating balance exists and

that compensating balance rrmst be considered in determining the rate of

interest for purposes of Section ]07(5)(A)(vi) of the Tederal Credit Union

Act.

I I. LEGAL RATIONALE

As stated above, the pertinent provision of the Federal Credit Union

Act is Section ]07(5)(A)(vi) (12 U.S.C. 1757(5)(A)(vi)), ~.’hich pro~ddes

that the rate of interest on an FCU loan shall not exceed i% per month (12%

per year) on the unpaid balance inclusive of all service charges. The

~ssue which has arisen concerning the relationship bet’-’een Section 107 and

compensating balances is best illustrated through an example. If a loan of



,000 is contracted for, with monthly 7a.vT,~nts, and if the FCI_" requires

that $200 of such loan Be placed in the borrower’s share account (to be

inaccessible for a given period of time), upon what amount may the FCU

charge 12% per year (i.e., what is the unpaid balance)75/

It is NUCA’s position that 12% per >ear nay not be assessed upon the

entire a~ount of the !oan ($],000 in the e:qanp!e). This position is

predicated upon recognition of the time value of money, and upon the

resolution of this issue reached by a vast e-ajority of those courts that

have addressed it.

The term ’interest’, by. definition, mandates consideration of the

funds a borrower has use of and of the time the borro~’er has use of such

.6/_ Interest is thus the value of funds available for one’s use. That

value varies depending upon how long the funds _~y be used, i.e., the time

value of money, g~en funds ’borrowed’ may not be used for a period of

time, the value of those funds decreases. The resulting value is termed

’present value’    Thus, for example, given a loan of $1,000 with a $200

compensating balance, i% per month may be assessed only upon the sum of

5/ Stated another ~’ay, ~hat is the maximum monthly interest rate factor
~Tat may be applied to the full SI,000? It is understood that FCU’s wjll
of necessity perceive the computation as a determination of the periodic
interest rate factor and treat the loan as one for $.1,000. The discussion

¯ in the text is used simply to more clearly explain the issue.
6/ ’Interest’ is universally defined as compensation received by a
lender for the use of ~,oney. See, e.g., 47 C.J.S. Interest §I and 45 ~m.

Jut. 2d Interest §I, for a listing of a number of cases that have
recognized this definition. Interest can also be viewed as co~.pensation
for the creditor’s loss of the use of funds. Thus, when a co=pensating
Balance is required for a given time period, the creditor is not deprived

Q the use of funds for such time.



QSO0 plus the present value of the $200 co~,pen~ating Lalanee. (.’~hat is,

the Ft~J will be permitted to charge 1% per ~onth [12~ ~er year] on an

amount somewhere between $800 and $1,000, depending u~n the present value

of the S200). The present value will vary depending upon how long the $200

is inaccessible. The longer the period of inaccessibility, the less its

present value. In the alternative, the unpaid balance can be carried on

the F~’s books as S1,000 fn the e:,:anp!e, in that situation, the ~onthly

interest rate factor assessed uyon that S!,000 cannot be 1~, because of the

ti~e value of money, and thus Eust ~ecessarily be less that 1~ (how nuch so

again dependsupon ho~ long the S200 is inaccessible).P/

The concept of the time value of money, and why it must be considered

when determining the relationship between a compensating balance and

ection 107, is clearly evident when a compensating balance type loan is

compared to a multiple advance ]can. Given a loan for S] ,000 for one year,

if the FCU states that it wi!! advance $250 to the borrower at once, S250

after one month, and $500 after six months, it is clear that if the FCU

charges ]Z per month on $] ,000 from the date of the first advance, the rate

of interest is greater than I% per month on the unpaid ha]ance. Such a

scheme would generate a greater rate of interest to the FCU than if the

transaction was viewed as three separate loans, ~.dth l[~ being charged on

~a50 for one year, I% on $250 for l] months, and i% on S500 for six

7/ As noted in footnote 5, since the FCU will choose to consider the
unpaid balance to be the full an;".<’.~nt of the loan, the monthly interest

rate factor must be arrived at b)’ considering the elenents of use and time

O(~.e. the ti~e value of money).
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The crucial aspect in this type of determ3nation is the t~me value

of money (ioe., the funds the borrower has use of). A co~,pensating balance

is similar. If the FCU withholds part of the loan until a later date,

($200 in the example), the maximum interest rate may not be assessed upon

that $200 if the borrower does not have im~nediate use of it.8/ Of course,

time value methods of computation exist so that present value and the

resulting rate of interest rr~y k,e determined at the inception of a

compensating balance loan. This ra~e may not exceed 12% per year.

As noted previously, a number of courts have addressed the issue of

whether a compensating balance must be consideredin determining the rate

of interest on a loan, and the vast majority have concluded that such a

consideration is necessary.9/ It is important to note that the cases-
"eferred to dealt with state law usury provisions. In short, many of the

courts determined not only whether an excessive rate was actually reserved

or received, but also detertMned "-’hether the lender intended to reserve or

receive such an excessive rate. This dual determination was necessa~-y, in

those cases for each involved a provision imposing a penalty for charging

an excessive rate of interest. The cases thus dealt with allegations of

usury, i.e., excessive interest rates and allegations that such rates were

charged by a lender with usurious intent, the latter being necessary to

8/ Given the concept of the use of money, it m.~kes no difference

whether the compensating Balance is created from the loan proceeds or from
the borrower’s own funds.
9/ For a general overview of case law addressing the question of
whether usury results when s creditor requires a deposit of a debtor’s

Ofunds, see 92 ALR 3d 769.

8



Unyoke the p~-nalty provisions.

Unlike the court decisions, this interpretation does not address an

entire usury provision. The usury provision of the Federal Credit Union

Act iS co~posed of two sections, §107(5)(A)(vi) and §107(5)(A)(vii). The

for~er sets forth the r.~ximum 5nterest rate (1% per ,..-~nth); the latter, the

p~-nalty a borro~.er nay invohe in co~rt for a Lnowing violation of that

limit. This interpretation necessarily encompasses only §!07(5)(A)(vi) for

it is solely that section of the usury provision for ~.hich NCUA is charged

with regulatory responsibi]it),. That responsibility ex~ends only to

interpreting what is necessary to determine the ’rate of interest on the

unpaid balance’. It does not extend to making a determination of whether

any particular action is usurious, i.e., taken with kno~.’!edge that an

sire rate was reserved or received (or cloaked with an intent that

evidences such knowledge) so that the penalty provision of §107(5)(A)(vii)

would be invoked. That type of determination is for a court, in an action

brought by a borrower under §107(5)(A)(vii) (12 U.S.C. 1757(5)(A)(vii)).10/

Again, the courts, although making the dual determination noted, have

overwhelmingly concluded that the imposition of the m’aximum ~nterest rate

o~ the amount contracted for, without consideration of the loss of use of

money for a period of time which results from the imposition of a

I0/ We recognize, of course, that an agency pronouncement such as

this could very ".;ell be perceived by a court, in an action by a borro~.’er
under §107(5)(A)(vii) against an FCU, as imparting knovledge to an F~f for
purposes of that section. That resolution, he"ever, is for the judiciary,
not NCUA, and will necessarily turn upon the facts in each particular

OC ~. S e ¯
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ensating balance, constitutes the charging of an e>:cess[ve rate of

i nt eres t.

Given such judicial precedent, and given present day concepts of the

time va]ue of money, NCUA interprets Section ]07(5)(A)(vi) of the Federal

Credit Union Act as requiring that compensating balances and their

resulting loss of use of money ~ust be considered when determining the rate

of interest on the unpaid balance. This does not mean, of course, that

co~-,pensating balances are i]]egal. It does mean, ho’~’ever, that a vio3ation

of Section ]07(5)(A)(vi) occurs if, given consideration of any comFensating

balance, the rate of interest exceeds I% per month (12% per year) on the

unpaid balance inclusive of all service charges.

III. COM#UTATION

As noted previously, accepted methods of co~.putation for determining

the effects of a compensating 5,a!ance may be employed, t1/ Such methods

deter-mine how the compensating balance affects the rate of interest through

consideration of the length of time the funds are inaccessible to the

borrower and the amount of such funds. The computation for this

determination must be done pursuant to such accepted ~et]~ods of dete~nr~ning

present value (i.e., determining the present value of funds that are

] i/ For example, Supplement I to the Federal Reserve Board’s
Regulation Z sets out such a method. Note, ho~’ever, that that method
encompasses the actuarial computation of interest, not the U.S. Rule
con.putation. Supplement I can be adapted to fit the U.S. Rule method

OO~-" eve r.
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Onaccess~ib]e for a given per’iod of time). Once the present value of the

co:::i~.ensat~_ng balance ~s deter~n~ned, the unpa~ ~a]ance ~n be computed.

Or, in the alternative, ~he F~ can compute the maximu~ periodic rate

factor which ~y be applied so that the rate of ~nterest does not exceed lZ

per month (]2Z per year). Although NC2A ~]] adv£se any F~ that ~ntends to

~pose a co~;ensating balance of the ~ethods of calculation, ~t should be

noted that any FCU that dc, es ~?c.~e a co~ze~sat~ng balance ~i]l bear the

burden of de~czstrat£ng that the ;ate of Lnterest does not exceed ]Z per

month (12~ per year) on the unFa~d balance. In th~s rezard, Y~’s should

note that since the conputations are sober’hat d]ff£cult, they should ensure

that they can accurately pe~fo~ them. This is especially ~mportant g~ven

~]07(5)(A)(vii), the penalty p:ovis~on.

T~o other aspects of the computation deserve note. ~rst, any

dividends pa~d on a con?ensat~ng balance ~a}’ be cons£dered in dete~n£ng

the rate of interest. Thus, the greater the dividends pa~d on the

compensating balance, the lo~er the rate of ~nte~est.]2/ Consideration of

d~v£dends is not ~n4ato~ (since div£dends serve to lo~’er the rate of

~nterest), ho~’ever, they may be considered 5y an~, F~ that can compute

their effect.

1~27 Although ~CU’s do not kno~. in ad~’ance ~.’hat the d<\-~end rate
be (nor can they guarantee a rate), ]e£al]y no objection exists to the use

of a good fa£th est£rnate based upon past d~v~dend rates or reasonable

Oproject iOnSo
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Second, since an FCUby law]3/ ~’ay not fre~,ze shares in excess of any

loan F~a]ance, portions ofthe co~.pensating balance must be nade available

~-’henever the compensatingbalance exceedsthe outstanding loan balance.

this happens, the staggered accessibility of funds can be considered in

calculating the interest rate, if the FCU so chooses (and if it has the

capability of perfo~ing the rec~aisite rat~em~aticat co~-putations).

Hed’ever, in making its calculations to determine the effect of the

compensating balance, the FCU may a~socY~oose to simply treat the

co~.pensating balance as though it is not accessible for the life of the

~oan.        .

If

IV. SCOPE

NCUA recognizes that this interpretation raises a host of other

questions concerning a myriad of situations that do not fall ~ithin the

definition of the term ’conpensating balance’ as set forth herein. It is

the agency’s intent to address in a subsequent interpretive r~aling a number

of those situations, such as FCU thrift plans, open end loans, estate

loans, prepaid interest, and funds that are withheld from the borrower but

are not placed in a deposit account or CI (e.g. in escro~., with a third

party).

ROSE>~RY B~DY

Secretary.
National Credit Union Administration Board

O ]3/ Article Ill, Section 5(c) of the Federal Credit Union Bylaws.
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